Restraining and encouraging the use of hand gestures: Effects on speech
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Abstract

Previous studies have investigated the effects of the inability to make hand gestures on speakers’ fluency; however, the question of whether encouraging speakers to gesture affects their fluency has received little attention. This study investigates the effect of restraining (Experiment 1) and encouraging (Experiment 2) hand gestures on the following correlates of speech: speech discourse length (number of words and discourse length in seconds), disfluencies (filled pauses, self-corrections, repetitions, insertions, interruptions, silent pauses), and acoustic properties (speech rate, measures of intensity and pitch). In two experiments, 10 native speakers of Italian took part in a narration task where they were asked to describe comic strips. Each experiment compared two conditions. In Experiment 1, subjects first received no instructions as to how to behave when narrating. Then they were told to sit on their hands while speaking. In Experiment 2, subjects first received no instructions and were then actively encouraged to use hand gestures. The results showed that restraining gestures leads to quieter and slower paced speech, while encouraging gestures triggers longer speech discourse, faster speech rate and more fluent and louder speech. Thus, both restraining and encouraging hand gestures seem to clearly affect prosodic properties of speech, particularly speech fluency.

Index Terms: gestures, fluency, encouraging gestures, restraining gestures, disfluencies, prosody.

1. Introduction

Research on the relationship between speech and co-speech gestures has shown that the two modalities form a single integrated system [1][2]. Gesture-speech interactions have been explained by a variety of models (e.g., [3][4][5][6][7][8][9]). Additionally, both behavioral and neuroimaging studies of speech and co-speech gesture production have suggested that spoken language and arm gestures are controlled by the same motor control system [10][11]. Moreover, there is general agreement on gestures’ self-oriented cognitive functions [12] and their beneficial role in learning, thinking and speaking (e.g., learning [13][14], solving tasks [15], lightening cognitive and memory load [16][17] and creative thinking [18]). Thus, intuitively enough, both restraining and encouraging the use of gestures should have an impact on speakers’ speech production. While previous studies have mostly focused on the effects that

the inability to gesture has on speakers’ fluency, the question of how encouraging speakers to gesture might affect their fluency has thus far attracted little attention.

Previous studies have shown that the inability to gesture impacts speech production in various ways. One very early study [19] (which now seems virtually anecdotal) found that speech becomes less fluent and more monotonous when the speaker is unable to gesture. A number of more recent studies have found speech under these conditions to be, in general, less fluent [20][21][22], especially in expressing spatial content [3], which becomes less detailed and less semantically rich [23]. On the other hand, Rimé et al. [24] did not find speech to be less fluent but did report a decrease in general imagery content. And Hoëtjes et al. [25] could not confirm any clear effects either on speech fluency or on speech monotony.

As for encouraging gestures, to our knowledge no previous studies have directly addressed the question of whether asking participants to gesture while speaking has any impact on speech fluency. Nevertheless, previous findings suggest that the use of gestures enhances the voice spectrum of the semantically related word [26] and the acoustic realization of prosodic prominence [27]. Also, asking speakers to gesture has been found to have a positive effect on lexical retrieval [28] and, in the case of children, it enhances their creative thinking [18].

In the present work we investigate the effect of restraining (Experiment 1) and encouraging (Experiment 2) the use of gestures in a narration task. We will analyze the resulting narratives through various prosodic parameters: speech discourse length (number of words and discourse length in seconds); disfluency (number of filled pauses, self-corrections, repetitions, insertions, interruptions, silent pauses); and acoustic properties (speech rate and measures of intensity and pitch). The aim is to provide more detailed evidence of the effects of restraining gestures on various aspects of speech prosody, as well as to start exploring the issue of whether encouraging the use of gestures has an effect on speech prosody too.

2. Experiment 1: Restraining gestures

Experiment 1 aimed to test whether the inability to gesture changes prosodic aspects of speech (specifically discourse length, fluency, speech rate, pitch and intensity) in a narration task with two within-subject conditions: telling the story with no instructions regarding how to behave when narrating (no instruction condition, henceforth N condition), and telling the story while not being able to gesture (restrained gestures condition, henceforth R condition).
2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

Ten female native speakers of Italian participated in the experiment. They were all from the Veneto region (age M = 23.2; SD = 1.2) and most of them were undergraduate students at the University of Padua. As compensation for their participation they were either given course credits or a free breakfast.

2.1.2 Materials

Fourteen four-scene comic strips adapted from Simon’s Cat by Simon Tofield were used to elicit speech (see Figure 1). The strips were carefully selected and adapted so that they were equivalent in terms of complexity and length. The 14 strips were divided into two sets of seven, each set to be used in one of two conditions. For both conditions, two of the strips were reserved for initial task familiarization purposes, while the remaining five were to serve as stimuli for the experiment proper.

Figure 1: Example of a 4-scene comic strip used for the experiment (from Simon’s Cat by Simon Tofield, reproduced with permission).

2.1.3 Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room at the University of Padua with the help of a research assistant (male, 29, also from the Veneto region). Each session was recorded with a HD video camera (JVC GZ-HD7E Everio) and speech was recorded as a separate audio track using a MIPRO wireless microphone with a bodypack transmitter connected to a Zoom R16 digital audio mixer. The participants were first given the following written instructions (translated from Italian): “You will be shown a set of short-sequence comic strips. A cat and its friends are the protagonists. Take your time to look at each of the short strips. When you think you understand the story they depict, the comic strip will be covered up. Then you will have to describe the story in sufficient detail that your partner (who does not know the story) will later be able to reconstruct it by placing the four images that make up the strip in the correct order.” Then, since the experiment had a within-subject design, each subject performed all 14 trials, seven in a “No instructions” condition (N) and seven in a “Restrained gestures” condition (R). Each trial consisted of a three-step sequence: (1) the subject studied a four-scene comic strip to learn the story it depicted (2) the strip was concealed and the subject recounted the story to the research assistant; (3) the assistant attempted to reconstruct the story as told by the subject by putting the four images from the original strip in the correct order. Thus, participants began with the N condition, which consisted of two practice trials and five target trials, which were recorded for subsequent data analysis. Then the participants repeated the procedure (using different comic strips) for the R condition, in which they were instructed to sit on their hands (as in [25]) while telling each story to prevent them from making hand gestures (see Figure 2, left-hand photos). Again, the last five trials were recorded for data. Participants were also made to believe that the research assistant was a fellow participant and did not know the stories in advance. This was accomplished by giving him written instructions at the same time the subject was given hers. The intention here was to avoid effects of common ground and to give face validity to the narration task: the subjects felt an obligation to explain the story clearly and fully because their “fellow participant” was dependent on them to understand it.

Audio recordings of a total of 100 short narrations were obtained (10 participants × 10 target trials) lasting a total of 36.02 minutes (18.14 minutes in the N condition and 17.87 in the R condition).

2.1.4 Data analyses

2.1.4.1 Speech discourse length

The recordings were cut so that a separate short audio file was created for each story told. After the duration in seconds of each file was measured, the contents were manually transcribed and the number of words per story counted.

2.1.4.2 Fluency and disfluency measures

Fillmore et al. [30, p. 93] define fluency as “the ability to talk at length with few pauses, (…) to fill time with talk. A person who is fluent (…) does not have to stop many times to think of what to say next or how to phrase it”. In addition, according to Zellner [29, p. 48] “people are disfluent if they often hesitate, make non-functional pauses and make speech errors and self-corrections.” Thus, fluency is usually measured not only by speech rate but also by the absence of what characterizes disfluency. For this reason, based on previous studies [31][32][33], instances of any of the following disfluencies were recorded as inversely indexing fluency.

- Filled pauses (sounds like “ehm”; “mmm”);
- Self-corrections: syntax-based (e.g., rephrasing); lexicon-based (a word is replaced with another word); phonology-based (slip of the tongue/unclear pronunciations);
- Repetitions: of sounds (e.g., stuttering), words or longer segments;
- Insertions: of words or phrases when speech needs further qualification or detail;
- Interruptions: abrupt interruption of a word, or pronunciation of an isolated incoherent sound;
- Silent pauses: annotated automatically by a Praat script described in [34].

The absolute count of all types of disfluencies was converted into a relative measure (e.g., number of filled pauses per 100 words).
2.1.4.3 Acoustic properties

Acoustic analysis of speech was performed using the Praat software [35]. A measure of speech rate was obtained using the script described in [34]. The script detects potential syllable nuclei in terms of peaks in intensity (dB) that are preceded and followed by dips in intensity. It then divides the number of syllables produced in each audio file by the file’s total duration (i.e., speech rate is given as number of syllables over duration). A set of intensity and pitch measures (mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation, the last as a measure of intensity and pitch variability) were also extracted with Praat for every audio file.

2.1.4.4 Statistical analyses

Twenty-two GLMMs [36] were run using SPSS Statistics 24.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago IL). A model was run for each of the following response variables: (1) story duration (s), (2) total number of words, (3) filled pauses, (4) syntactical (5) lexical and (6) phonological self-corrections, (7) repetitions, (8) insertions, (9) interruptions, (10) total number of self-corrections, (11) total number of disfluencies, (12) total number of disfluencies (including silent pauses), and (13) total number of disfluencies (filled and silent pauses excluded); (14) speech rate, (15) mean intensity, (16) minimum intensity, (17) maximum intensity, (18) intensity standard deviation, (19) mean pitch, (20) minimum pitch, (21) maximum pitch and (22) pitch standard deviation. The models, with Participant as random factor, were used to estimate the effects of Condition (two levels: No instructions and Restrained gestures) on the variables described above.

2.2 Results

Out of the 22 GLMMs performed, only two showed a statistically significant effect of Condition, namely speech rate (F (1, 98) = 16.7, p < .01) and mean intensity (F (1, 98) = 9.93, p < .01). As Figure 4 shows, this main effect indicates a significantly lower speech rate and mean intensity in the R condition than in the N condition. No other significant main effects were found.

![Figure 3: Box plots representing speech rate and mean intensity, the two variables that significantly differed, across the two conditions (N and R).](image)

3. Experiment 2: Encouraging gestures

Experiment 2 aimed to test whether encouraging the use of gestures would have any impact on a set of prosodic aspects of speech (speech discourse length, fluency, speech rate, pitch and intensity) of Italian participants in a narration task.

3.1 Methods

The experiment followed exactly the same methodology as Experiment 1, the only difference being the subjects who participated and the experimental condition tested.

3.1.1 Participants

A different set of ten female native speakers of Italian participated in the experiment. They were also from the Veneto region (age M = 26.2; SD = 3.1), and again most of them were undergraduate students from the University of Padua. They were either given course credits or a free breakfast as compensation for their participation.

3.1.2 Materials

As in Experiment 1, a different set of 14 comic strips featuring Simon’s Cat were selected to be used as stimuli to elicit speech (see section 2.1.2).

3.1.3 Procedure

Experiment 2 followed the same procedure described in section 2.1.3, with the same research assistant participating. Experiment 2 likewise had a within-subject design with two conditions. In this case, however, although the control condition (N) was identical to that used in Experiment 1 (no instructions given about how to retell the story), in the experimental condition participants were explicitly encouraged to use hand gestures while narrating (E condition). Their written instructions (translated from Italian) were: “Tell each story and use hand gestures to help you do so” (see Figure 2, right-hand photos). Participants were reminded to do so when they seemed to forget the prompt of using their hands in E condition. As in Experiment 1, audio recordings of a total of 100 short narrations were obtained (10 participants × 10 target trials) lasting a total of 36.79 minutes (17.59 minutes in the N condition and 19.19 in the E condition).

3.1.4 Data and statistical analyses

Data analyses and statistical analyses for Experiment 2 were performed exactly as in Experiment 1 (see section 2.1.4).

3.2 Results

Out of the 22 GLMM models performed, the following 11 variables showed a statistically significant effect of Condition. First, a significant effect was found for story duration (F (1, 98) = 10, p < .01) with longer speech produced per story in the E than in the N condition. Word count per story was also found to be significantly higher in the E than in the N condition (F (1, 98) = 14.54, p < .01). As for the measures of fluency, significant effects were found for the number of filled pauses (F (1, 90) = 10.93, p < .01), insertions (F (1, 26) = 12.91, p < .01) and self-corrections (F (1, 52) = 7.97, p < .01), with lower occurrence in the E condition than in the N condition. It is important to note that filled pauses, insertions and self-corrections represent 90.2% of the total number of disfluencies annotated (or 49.4% of disfluencies if silent pauses (45.2%) are included). A significant effect was also found for speech rate (F (1, 98) = 4.1 p < .05), which was higher in the E condition. All the measures of intensity turned out to be significantly different across the
two conditions: mean intensity (F (1, 98) = 22.37, p < .01), minimum intensity (F (1, 98) = 7.8, p < .01), maximum intensity (F (1, 98) = 15.19, p < .01) and intensity variability (F (1, 98) = 10.83, p < .01). These results show that speech was louder in the E condition, while only intensity variability was higher in the N condition. No significant effects were found for any measure of pitch. To summarize, encouraging the use of gestures seems to have triggered longer speech discourse, a faster speech rate and more fluent and louder speech.

4. Discussion

The present study investigated the effects of restraining and encouraging the use of hand gestures on speech prosody. We observed that both conditions tend to affect various aspects of speech production.

In Experiment 1 we found that preventing participants from making hand gestures affected both speech rate and loudness. In particular, speakers not allowed to gesture tended to speak at a slower pace and less loudly. These findings are in line with previous studies claiming that the inability to gesture has a negative effect on speech fluency, of which one of the main components is speech rate. However, in our findings restricting gestures did not significantly affect the number of disfluencies produced. This might be due to the relatively small number of participants and the exploratory nature of this study. Given previous findings suggesting that an inability to gesture inhibits speech fluency only when the discourse includes spatial content phrases [3], a more detailed analysis of the relation between spatial content and the number of disfluencies might clarify our results. In addition, our results suggest that restraining gestures reduces speech loudness. In previous investigations very little attention has been paid to the potential effects of gesture inability on voice intensity, and we believe that this aspect merits further investigation.

In Experiment 2, we observed that encouraging speakers to move their hands had a number of effects on the prosodic aspects of speech, namely it lead to (a) longer discourses, (b) faster pace, (c) fewer disfluencies and (d) greater volume. In other words, the prompt to use hand gestures seems to have enhanced speech fluency and other prosodic features related to expressiveness. It is worth noting here that the extent to which participants moved their hands simply because they were prompted to do so has yet to be verified quantitatively. A visual inspection of the recorded data suggests that the prompts worked quite well, consistent with some previous studies [37][38]. However, Parrill et al. [39], for instance, noted that such prompting did not always lead to a higher gesture rate. Be that as it may, when encouraged to move their hands, speakers spent more time and used more words to tell each story, indicating that asking participants to gesture somehow influenced how they approached the narrative act. The number of words used and duration of speech might be related to the wider notion of speech fluency proposed by Fillmore et al. [30, p. 93]: “Fluency is the ability to talk in coherent, reasoned and ‘semantically dense’ sentences” and “to be creative and imaginative in (…) language use”. An interesting follow-up of the study would be to further analyze how encouraging the use of gesture affects lexicon and syntax: Does encouraging the use of hand gestures enhance the semantic density of speech? Does it lead to more creative and imaginative speech? Experiment 2 also showed that encouraging participants to gesture somehow enhanced their speech in that it became more fluent and louder. These findings need to be further investigated: can they be better explained as a consequence of cognitive processes or are they more related to motor control? Stronger evidence in this direction would be coherent with the claim that speech and gesture involve shared motor control systems.

In general, though our findings come from two experiments based on a rather small sample, they are nonetheless consistent with previous findings and theoretical models of speech and gesture production; if gestures have a role in speech production, it should not be surprising that either restraining or encouraging gestures will affect the prosodic properties of speech to some extent. The results reported here suggest that not only restraining hand gesture, but also encouraging participants to move their hands while speaking can show new and interesting interactions between gestures and prosody that need to be investigated.
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